Multistep correlations via covariance processing of COSY/GCOSY spectra: opportunities and artifacts.
Long-range homonuclear coupling pathways can be observed in COSY or GCOSY spectra by the acquisition of spectra with larger numbers of increments of the evolution period, t(1), than would normally be used. Alternatively, covariance processing of COSY-type spectra acquired with modest numbers of t(1) increments, allows the observation of multistage correlations. In this work results obtained from covariance-processed GCOSY spectra are fully analyzed and compared to normally processed COSY and 80 ms TOCSY spectra. Multistage or 'RCOSY-type' correlations are observed when remote protons both exhibit correlations to the same coupling partner e.g. A --> B and B --> C gives rise to an A --> C correlation. In the strict sense, RCOSY-type responses are artifacts albeit providing useful information. Nonbeneficial artifact correlations are observed when protons couple to other protons that overlap or partially overlap. The origin of artifact responses is also analyzed.